A Short Glossary of
Photography Slang
Artifact
A loose term to describe an element that
degrades picture quality. Anything from
the blockiness that can occur when
pictures are heavily compressed as
JPEGs, to the distortion to pictures that
occurs with heavy manipulation – even
the eﬀect you see with lens flare.
ATGNI
All The Gear, No Idea. A photographer
who has lots of camera equipment but
doesn’t know what half of it does. A bit of
an Uncle Bob, in fact.
BIF
A rare acronym that you’ll only see
floating around bird photography forums.
There’s a clue right there: BIF stands for
Bird in Flight, and is usually brought up
during lengthy technical discussions
about autofocus point selection and
focus modes.
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Bigma
The Sigma 50-500mm f/4-6.3 lens earned the nickname ‘Bigma’ thanks to its
considerable 10x zoom range and considerable proportions.
Blown out
Bright areas in a photo that are overexposed are said to be blown out. They
won’t hold any detail and will be bleached white.
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Bokeh
Pronounced ‘boh-kay’, this term is derived from the Japanese word for ‘blur’
and is used to describe the aesthetic quality of the blur in out-of-focus areas of
a picture. The faster the lens, and the more aperture blades it has, the
smoother the blur tends to be.
Chimping
The act of looking at pictures on the back of the camera as soon as you’ve
taken them, usually accompanied by lots of ‘ooh-ooh-oohing’, hence the
name. Stand around chimping, and the chances are you’ll be missing some
great photo opportunities kicking oﬀ right in front of you.
Clipping
This is what happens to the histogram when you grossly overexpose or
underexpose a picture. In an overexposed shot, the histogram will usually be
bunched up on the right and parts of it will be ‘clipped’ oﬀ by the edge of the
graph. If the histogram is bunched up on the left and clipped by the opposite
side of the graph, this usually indicates an underexposed photo.
DoF
An acronym for Depth of Field, or the zone of perceived sharpness in a picture
that extends out from the point of focus towards the camera, and beyond it,
towards the horizon.
Doughnuts
The name given to the ring-shaped bokeh created by the unique construction
of a mirror lens.
Dust bunnies
In the wider world, dust bunnies are clumps of dust and fluﬀ that you find
drifting around wooden floors. In the camera world, dust bunnies are the
annoying dots of sensor dust that show up in the same place in consecutive
photos. These usually have to be removed manually.
EVIL
An early and slightly derogatory acronym for what’s now widely known as CSC
(Compact System Camera), EVIL stands for Electronic Viewfinder
Interchangeable Lens.
Fill-in
A blip of flash to brighten up the shadows in a daylight picture is known as fill
or fill-in flash. Set the flash to Slow Sync mode, and the camera will take care
of this for you, automatically balancing the ambient light and flash.
Flare
Flare is a (usually unwanted) eﬀect of having bright light sources in the frame,
or just out of the frame. When the light source is in the frame, bright/colored
artifacts can be seen in the image. When the light source is just out of the
frame but hitting the front element of the lens, it can make the picture appear
hazy and washed out. Shielding the front of the lens with a lens hood or your
hand can prevent this.
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Fringing
AKA ‘purple fringing’, this is the ghostly purple glow that can sometimes be
seen around the edges of high contrast areas in digital pictures – compacts are
particularly prone to it.
Glass
As in ‘that’s a lovely piece of glass’. Glass is another term for lenses, generally
used by photographers that understand that quality of a lens matters more
than the quality of the camera attached to it.
Grad
‘Grad’ is an abbreviation of ‘Graduated’ and is used to describe a type of
optical filter, which has a dark section and a clear section. These filters –
commonly known as ND Grads – are used to balance the brightness in highcontrast scenes, usually landscapes, with the dark area placed over the bright
sky and the clear section over the foreground
Grip and rip / Spray and pray
Both of these terms refer to the act of setting the camera to its highest
continuous drive mode and keeping the shutter button held down to try and
capture a fleeting moment. The theory is that the more frames you fill, the more
chance there is of at least one of them being acceptably composed and sharp.
Halos
A term used to describe the glow that’s created around the edges of objects
when they’ve been over-sharpened in Photoshop or other similar photo editing
software.
IQ
Image Quality – you’ll often see this abbreviation used in online camera
reviews.
JPEG
A common file format for digital photographs. While most now know what this
photography term is, many still don’t know that it gets its name from the Joint
Photographic Experts Group that developed it, and that the JPEG file format
allows files of color photos to be compressed to a smaller digital file than if the
full range of colors were to be saved.
Light bucket
Another term for a fast lens. Light bucket is also used to describe a photo site
on a digital camera sensor (the element that ‘captures’ the light to make an
exposure).
Long Tom
Rarely used by anyone other than the old guard of the photography world,
‘Long Tom’ can be used interchangeably for ‘telephoto lens’. The term is a
direct reference to the Long Tom, a field gun used by the US Army during
World War II.
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Machine gunner
A photographer who takes 10 shots when they only need to take one.
Machine gunners put their cameras in the fastest drive mode and invariably
end up with memory cards full of duplicate images.
Magic hour/Golden hour
A term tossed about by earnest landscape photographers refering to the time
after dawn and before dusk where the sun tends to be at its warmest and
most interesting. Shooting landscapes in this golden light gives pictures soul,
man…
Marching ants
The dotted lines that flicker around areas that have been selected with the
marquee tool in Photoshop.
Nifty fifty
A 50mm lens with a maximum aperture of f/1.8 of faster is known as a ‘nifty
fifty’. Lenses in this range are fast, lightweight and frequently optically superb.
But the best bit is the price. The f/1.8 and f/1.4 50mm lenses are often the
best value bits of glass you can buy.
Noise
Picture noise is the digital equivalent of film grain, although nowhere near as
appealing. Pictures become speckled and gritty as you increase the ISO
sensitivity on the camera (because you’re essentially ‘turning up the volume’
on the light that’s being captured).
OOF
Out of Focus. An acronym often seen in online picture critiques, as in “I like
the way you’ve made the grass OOF”.
Pap/Papping
Easy one this – Pap is the shortened version of Paparazzo and Papping is
what they get up to.
Pixel peeper
Someone who spends too much time looking at images files at 100% on their
computer and assessing noise and resolution ‘at the pixel level’ rather than
making pictures.
Prime
A lens with a fixed focal length (such as 20mm, 50mm, 80mm). Zoom lenses
cover a range of focal lengths (such as 80-200mm).
RTFM
As in “What does X button do? How do activate Y mode? Where do I find Z
function in the menu?” “RTFM!” Often spat in the direction of people who
repeatedly ask questions about their camera functions on internet forums,
RTFM stands for Read The Frikkin’ Manual (we’ve substituted one word here
to protect fragile photographers).
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Shutterbug
An American term for a photographer who eats, drinks and sleeps
photography. Shutterbugs carry a camera with them at all times and shoot
absolutely everything without mercy.
Soup
An old photography slang term for developer.
Stop
A stop is a measure of exposure, usually referred to as ‘EV’ (Exposure Value) in
cameras. The aperture, shutter speed and ISO settings on a camera can all be
measured in stops, although the actual figures used are diﬀerent across all
three. Each stop represents a doubling or halving of exposure
Touching up/retouching
The process of enhancing a picture in image editing software. This term is
often used to describe the process of whitening eyes and teeth, and improving
skin tone on a portrait, although the idea of ‘touching up a model’ is a little
unsavory…
Uncle Bob
The name that wedding photographers give to a wedding guest who comes
armed with a big DSLR, big lenses and expensive flash gun. Often used
derogatorily, as in “A right Uncle Bob was always getting in my way.”
UWA
Acronym for Ultra Wide Angle lens.
Wide open
When a lens is set at its smallest f-number, such as f/2.8 or f/4, it’s being used
‘wide open’. At this point, the aperture (the hole in the lens) is at its maximum,
letting in as much light as possible. Wide apertures mean shorter shutter
speeds are required to take a picture, so lenses are often used wide open to
take pictures of sport and action
Zoom creep
Not a dirty old man with a long lens, but rather what happens if you point a
super-zoom lens up or down, and the zoom position slowly shifts.
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Arlington Camera Club Programs
Winter-Spring 2017
2/15/17 Jeﬀrey Van der Koon
3/1/17 Tamron - Denis Nervig
3/15/17 Will Clay - What makes a good photograph
4/5/17 CompeDDon
4/19/17 Tom Snitzer - Travel prep
5/3/17 Lance Lagoni
5/17/17

Results - "Picture in the Park" challenge; Results members photos taken at
ouDngs.

6/7/17 End of year compeDDon judged by all ACC members.

The Answer Man
Today's Question
Should you use protective filters for your lens?
If so, which filters do you use and why? If not, why not?
Quick Answer:
I do not use any protective filters on my lenses. My reasoning is, I suppose, mostly
philosophical. I like to keep my "workflow" as simple as possible. I also don't like to
buy unnecessary accessories. And at least in theory my aim is to maximize image
quality. Naturally this means I take responsibility for not damaging my front lens
element.
More Detail:
So far this strategy has worked for me, insofar as I have never in my many years of
photography damaged a lens in a way that would have been prevented by having a
filter on the front of the lens.
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Exhibit Schedule for 2016-2017
February, 2017 -

Arlington Heights Village Hall.

March, 2017 -

Buﬀalo Grove Fitness Center.

April, 2017 -

Nothing.

May, 2017 -

Prospect Heights Library

June - August, 2017 - Not exhibiting these three months.
September, 2017 -

February, 2017

Palatine Public Library.
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ELEMENTS OF GOOD COMPOSITION
You can know exactly what gear to buy and which settings to shoot in, but if you don’t
haven’t mastered composition your photographs will always disappoint. Composition
tells viewers where to look and guides the viewer’s eye through the photograph.

“There are a lot of ideas and concepts and rules when it comes to composition,”
Those rules provide a great framework for setting up your shot, but the real magic of
photography is knowing exactly what scene to shoot.
So what is the ultimate rule of composition? Do what looks best.
The rules were designed to guide you to a place that pleases the human brain and
eye. “The goal of composition is to reduce the complexity in the scene,” A good
composition reduces clutter. In order to achieve the right balance of interest and
absence in a photograph you need to step back and think about how we look at the
world.
In any one scene there are 10 elements you can look for to understand why your eye
was drawn to it and find out what is really important and what distracts. Once you do
that, you’ll know what to shoot.
Our interest in moving objects is attributed to our animal instincts. But be
warned against shooting something just because it wiggles. “When it comes to still
photographs movement translates in a whole different way.” Be wary of scenes that
catch your attention simply because they have some sway.
“The bigger something is, the more important it is in the frame.” If you are really
interested in the starfish in the tide-pool, be sure to set up your composition
accordingly. Objects that are bigger than their surroundings dominate the scene and
tell viewers what is the main subject in the frame.
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“What is the one thing that is different?” Humans are an observant bunch and when
something stands out, they’ll notice. When you capture uniqueness in a photograph
you capture interest and draw in your viewer’s attention. John encourages you to,
“look for that one element, that one tree on the horizon.”
“We often look, in a photograph, at whatever is brightest…these areas can be
distracting or they can draw our attention to the right place.” So John encourages you
to watch the light carefully and use brightness to highlight your intended subject.

Shapes tell us a lot about the environment which helps viewers, “get a feel for what’s
going on extremely quickly.” When used as cues, shapes reduce complexity by
communicating the feeling of an environment.
“Color attracts our attention.” Humans have a long-standing love affair with eyecatching and bold colors – it explains why we love sunsets and bright, vivid flowers.
Use color wisely.
You create sharpness in a photo by being discriminating about what you focus on
while shooting. “By having something in focus we are demanding attention be drawn
to it.”
Having contrast in a photograph is a good thing. If nature didn’t offer up a highcontrast shot, you can add it later. “Capturing a low-contrast scene and expanding
that contrast in post is going to make that scene more vibrant and interesting.”
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“We look at what is unusual, what stands apart from everything else,” which is why
you’ll want to use focus to feature the delightful oddities you encounter.
“Our eyes are drawn to people in photographs,” So include them in your shots, even
while shooting nature photography, when they lend interest to the scene. People
spark our curiosity. Viewers find themselves wondering, “can we put ourselves in that
person’s position?”
Once you’ve learned how to look for these elements in your scene, you’ll quickly be
able to narrow in on what to shoot and how to shoot it

January CACCA DPI Results

Photo

Photographer

Score

Foggy Dawn

Dave Waycie

23

Gloom in Dune

Joanne Barsanti

21

Staring Contest

Ken Olsen

23AW

Surfer Boy

Janis Williams

23HM
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The Top 4 Causes of Blurry Photos,
And How To Fix Them
With written permission from Digital Photo Secrets

Nothing is more annoying than getting home from an event and realizing that most of
your photos have turned out blurry. There are 4 major causes of blurry photos in digital
cameras and unless you know what to look for, it's hard to tell what is causing the
problem. Read on to learn each of these causes, and how to fix it.
OUT OF FOCUS
1
The subject moves while the shutter is open
2
The camera moves while the shutter is open
3
Depth Of Field is too shallow
Let's first look at how you can tell each of these apart. Then, once you know what
causes each, I'll show you how to fix them.
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Out Of Focus
An image that is out of focus will appear blurry. These days with Auto Focus, it's
unlikely that the whole image will be out of focus. More often than not, you'll see
one part of the image crisp and clear, but others (including your subject) are out of
focus.
In the example photo here, the top left part of the image is in focus, but our
subject and the rest of the photo is blurry.
Now, look at the in-focus parts of the image. Check that they are further away
from, or closer to, your blurry subject. This is the telltale sign of a focus problem.
What has happened is the camera has set focus on the wrong object.
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The subject moves while the shutter is open
When there is not much light around - for instance at night, or indoors - the camera
compensates by opening the shutter for a longer period that normal. And while the
shutter is open, your subject moves!
You can tell this cause by looking at your subject, If some parts of the subject are
crisp while others are blurry then the subject has moved while the camera's shutter
was open.
Or alternatively, the subject was moving too fast and it is blurry while the area
around it (that was not moving) is crisp. For example, a racecar on a racing track.
In this example image, the boy's body is crisp as is the chair, but because he was
moving his head and hands (clapping) while the photo was being taken, they are
are blurry. You can avoid blurry images caused by subject movement by changing
your camera's settings so the shutter is not open for long.

Photographer’s Coﬀee Cup
Believe it or not. This is a real coffee cup with real steam.
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OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Mike Garber & Jeff Berman

President

president@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Barrie Burr & Bob Reynolds

V.P. Programs &

vpprograms@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Workshops
Janis Williams

V.P. Competition

vpcompetition@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Judie Reynolds

Treasurer

treasurer@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Roy Lobenhofer

DPI ACC

dpi@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Ed Martin & Bill Bible

DPI CACCA

dpi@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Tim Medema

Chief Judge

chiefjudge@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Susan Paasch

PSA Representative

psarep@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Jeff Berman & Rich Milburn

Newsletter

newsletter@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Mike Nugent

Publicity

publicity@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Larry Arends, Bill Kruser

Community Activities

community@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Lance Lagoni

CACCA Representative

caccarep@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Norm Plummer & John Kinyon

Webmaster

webmaster@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Judy King & Marietta Finn

Photographic Displays

photodisplay@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Nancy Vanderah

Membership Chair

membership@arlingtoncameraclub.org

Jim Nordin

Setup & Take Down

PFH704@aol.com

John Coens

Field Trips & Outings

JohnCoens@comcast.net

Carol Arnolde

Corporate Secretary

pcarnolde@sbcglobal.net

Susan Paasch

Hospitality

suejpaasch@gmail.com
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February 2017 Competition Winners
DPI Color
Full Moon at Meacham Grove - Joanne Barsanti, AW Image of the Month
Shrine and Bridge - Dave Waycie, AW
Reflection - John Chwalek, AW
The Last Bite - Larry Arends, HM
Saguaro Sunset - Dave Waycie, HM
The Golden Hour - Bob Reynolds, HM
DPI Monochrome
Old Tyme Street Lamps - Joanne Barsanti, AW Image of the Month
Irritated - Joanne Barsanti, AW
Not the Easy Way - Roy Lobenhofer, HM
Trapped - John Chwalek, HM
Small Monochrome Prints
Covered Walkway, Rich Hassman - Print of the Month, AW
Lines & Curves in New York City, Nancy Hassman - AW
Burnham Harbor, Patrick Grady - HM
Earings, Lance Lagoni - HM
Refugee, Lance Lagoni - HM
Old Fince in Meadow, Tom Wilson - HM
Large Monochrome Prints
In the Spotlight, Lance Lagoni - Print of the Month, AW
Texas Town, Mort Lerman - AW
The Valley, Patrick Grady - HM
Alabama Hills, Patrick Grady - HM
Brown Canyon Rapids, Tom Wilson - HM
Great Sand Dunes – Tom Wilson - HM
Small Color Prints
On Horseback, Rich Hassman - Small Color Print of the Month, AW
Three Sheep, Mike Garber - Small Color AW
Waterfall at Sabino Canyon, Judy King - Small Color AW
Swan Mountain, Tom Wilson - Small Color AW
Painted Desert, John Chwalek - Small Color HM
1971 Morgan Roadster, Jeff Berman - Small Color HM
Purple Water Lily, Kathy Grady - Small Color HM
Man in the Tree, Bill Heider - Small Color HM
Morning Clouds, Bob Reynolds - Small Color HM
Ready for Mardi Gras, Lance Lagoni - Small Color HM
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Large Color Prints
St. John Cantius, Rich Hassman - Large Color Print of the Month, AW
Snake Dance, Lance Lagoni - Large Color AW
Bridge to Japan, Dave Waycie – AW
50’s Singer, Lance Lagoni - Large Color HM

Full Moon at Meecham Grove - Joanne Barsanti AW DPI Color Image of the Month

Shrine and Bridge - Dave Waycie - AW DPI Color
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Reflection - John Chwalek - AW - DPI Color

The Last Bite - Larry Arends - HM - DPI Color
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Saguaro Sunset - Dave Waycie - HM DPI Color

The Golden Hour - Bob Reynolds - HM - DPI Color
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Old Tyme Street Lamps - Joanne Barsanti - AW Image of the Month - DPI Monochrome

Irritated - Joanne Barsanti - AW - DPI Monochrome
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Not the Easy Way - Roy Lobenhofer - HM - DPI Monochrome

Trapped - John Chwalek - HM - DPI Monochrome
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Covered Walkway - Rich Hassman - AW
- Small Monochrome Print of the Month

Lines and Curves in New York City - Nancy Hassman AW - Small Monochrome Print
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Earrings - Lance Ligoni - HM Small Monochrome Print

Refugee - Lance Ligoni - HM Small Monochrome Print
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Old Fence in Meadow - Tom Wilson - HM Small Monochrome Print

December HM - 1935 Buick Coupe – Jeff Berman Small Monochrome Print
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In the Spotlight - Lance Ligoni - AW Large Monochrome Print of the Month

Old Texas Town - Mort Lerman - AW Large Monochrome Print
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The Valley - Patrick Grady - HM Large Monochrome Print

Alabama Hills - Patrick Grady - HM Large Monochrome Print
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Brown Canyon Rapids - Tom Wilson - HM Large Monochrome Print

Great Sand Dunes - Tom Wilson - HM Large Monochrome Prints
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On Horseback - Rich Hassman - AW Small color Print of the Month

Three Sheep - Mike Garber - AW Small Color Print
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Waterfall at Sabino Canyon - Judy King - AW -

Swan Mountain - Tom Wilson - AW Small Color Print
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Painted Desert - John Chwalek - HM Small Color Print

1971 Morgan Roadster - Jeff Berman HM - Small Color Print
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Purple Water Lily - Kathy Grady - HM Small Color Print

Man in the Tree - Bill Heider - HM Small Color Print
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Morning Clouds - Bob Reynolds - HM Small Color Print

Ready for Mardi Gras - Lance Ligoni - HM Small Color Print
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St. John Cantius - Rich Hassman - AW Large Color Print of the Month

Snake Dance - Lance Ligoni - AW Large Color Print
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Bridge to Japan - Dave Waycie - AW Large Color Print

50s Singer - Lance Ligoni - HM Large Color Print
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Summer Day - Bill Heider - HM Large Color Print

Lily with Reflection - Carol Arnold - HM Large Color Print
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Water Under the Bridge - Bob Reynolds - HM Large Color Print

Copper Creek - Tom Wilson - HM Large Color Print
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ACC meets at the Christian Church of
Arlington Heights, 333 W. Thomas Avenue,
three blocks west of Arlington Heights
Road, across from Hasbrook Park on the
1st and 3rd Wednesday of the month at
7:30 p.m.

ACC Mailing Address:
126 E. Wing Street, Suite 233
Arlington Heights, IL 60004

On an Unrelated Subject…
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